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Write your own chapter in India’s growth sto� with the Select 

Sector Portfolio (SSP). An exclusive offering from Aditya Birla 

Sun Life AMC Ltd - Portfolio Manager, SSP gives you the 

opportunity to invest in businesses that are central to the 

count�’s growth drive. 

This portfolio helps you identify these businesses and 

participate in their growth journey in the medium to 

long-term. By investing in SSP, you also get to practise value 

investing. 

Investor profile

Select Sector 

Portfolio is an ideal 

investment option for 

investors seeking a 

long-term 

participation in India’s 

growth journey 

through investment in 

Indian equities. 
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Portfolio Management Services
Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC Limited

1800-270-7000

Select Sector Portfolio



Portfolio Managers
With over 11 years of experience in equity research and portfolio management, Vishal has extensive 
expertise in researching companies across sectors and market capitalisations. Prior to this assignment he 
was a part of Reliance Portfolio Management Services (a part of Reliance Capital Asset Management Ltd), 
where he was designated as an Assistant Fund Manager and was responsible for managing equity 
portfolios.

He is a Gold Medal winning Chartered Accountant (ICAI, India) and holds a Masters degree in Commerce 
from M. S. University of Baroda. Vishal received 4 Gold Medals, including the Chancellor’s Gold Medal, for 
topping the Master of Commerce Exams. Vishal is also a CFA charter holder from the CFA Institute (The 
Global Association of Investment Professionals), USA.

Vishal Gajwani

Over 10 years of experience in equity research and fund management. Prior to joining Birla Sun Life 
Portfolio Management Services, Natasha was working with Goldman Sachs as an equity analyst covering 
India Materials sector. In her earlier stint at Goldman Sachs, she was responsible for Portfolio Strategy 
for ASEAN regions and also covered Singapore Real Estate.

Natasha holds a Masters in Business Administration (Finance Major) from Management Development 
Institute, Gurgaon and was a Gold Medal winner in each of the two years. She was also awarded a Gold 
Medal for achieving 1st rank in the Finance stream. Natasha has done her graduation in Economics from 
Lady Shri Ram College, New Delhi and graduated amongst the top 1% in Delhi University.Natasha Lulla

Consistency of performance across market cycles

The Select Sector Portfolio consists of 20-25 stocks selected from a multi-cap universe. The investment approach is 
founded on four pillars:

• Sustainable growth over long-term in select industries, which endeavors to make up for most of the GDP growth 
patterns.

• Focus on businesses that consistently create value through favourable indust� operating conditions.

• Quantitative Screeners backed by fundamental research: Comprehensive alert system to track indust�-wise   
valuations. Current studies include: Recurring Winners Study, Piotroski Scores.

• Value investing approach to generate alpha.

What creates this sustainable wealth-creation portfolio?

Portfolio Analytics

Market Cap BiasSector Allocation (As per GICS Sector Classification)
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(Source: Internal ABSLAMC Research). All data as on June 30, 2019. Past performance may or may not be sustained in the future.
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Top 10 Portfolio Holdings

Portfolio Analytics

 Company Name

ICICI Bank

APL Apollo Tubes 

Bata India 

Federal Bank 

Nestle India 

 % to Net Assets

7.1

6.7

6.1

4.8

4.8

 Company Name

MRF

Jubilant Foodworks

Indusind Bank 

L&T Technology Services Limited

Asian Paints

 % to Net Assets

4.5

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.2

Portfolio Manager’s Commenta�

Equity Outlook

The union budget has tried to provide a direction to the government’s 

economic and social agenda. The focus is on the economic development 

of India’s rural & low-income households; continued commitment to 

economic reforms, and taxation policies to achieve the stated 

objectives. While the intent is clear, the effectiveness will lie in the 

execution. 

Some of the immediate pressing concerns were addressed by the 

Finance Minister which include opening of the capital account for 

foreign investors, liquidity support to the Banking & finance sector, 

improving the tax & non tax revenues & impetus to the housing sector. 

With the macro data & high frequency growth indicators over the last 

3-4 months signaling towards a marked slowdown in consumption & 

tight liquidity conditions, the government has taken few steps to 

address the growth concerns. A one-time guarantee will be given for loss 

upto 10% for purchase of high rated pooled assets of financially sound 

NBFCs, which amount to around Rs.1 lakh crore. Also, government have 

provided for Recapitalisation of public sector banks to the tune of 

Rs.70,000 cr. which may help the PSU banks to provide for bad assets & 

boost the growth capital leading to higher credit growth. 

The government’s plan to build 1.95 cr. houses is expected to provide 

stimulus to real estate & other allied sectors viz. housing finance, 

building materials & consumer discretiona�. 

The fiscal deficit target of 3.3% for FY20 looks a bit optimistic as the 

government has budgeted for lower tax revenues while maintaining the 

expenditure level. While on the other hand, borrowing from external 

markets is expected to lower the supply of bonds in India & thus might 

lower the interest rates in the economy. 

We would like to summarize by stating that the budget has tried to 

address the near terms problems in the economy while at the same time 

being prudent. The government has refrained from being socialistic and 

have not announced measures to boost the consumption through 

short-term populist measures which would directly put money in the 

hands of the consumer, as was the norm historically.

 

Portfolio Action

In the month of June, we added Emami Ltd and Torrent Power Ltd to the 

portfolio. We exited Maruti Suzuki India Ltd from the portfolio.

Emami Limited develops and distributes personal, beauty, and 

healthcare products in India and other countries. It manufactures herbal 

and Ayurvedic products, including antiseptic cream, prickly heat powder, 

pain balm, and cool oil. The company has undertaken host of measures 

such as reducing the dependence on the wholesale channel by 

increasing their direct reach, relaunching majority of its core brands and 

increasing their marketing spends. Emami has expanded its direct reach 

to 940K outlets and is formulating its e-commerce under a new head. It 

plans to double its Ecommerce salience in FY20 (especially Kesh King 

and Male grooming segment). We expect Emami’s endeavour towards 

portfolio expansion along with revisiting the market strategy to augur 

well in the near term.

Torrent Power Limited (TPW) generates, transmits and distributes power. 

The Company also implements large power projects in India. TPW is well 

poised to capitalize on opportunities stemming from distribution 

privatization, the thrust on RE, and consolidation in the conventional 

generation sector given its execution track record, expertise and strong 

balance sheet. TPW has  an  operational  capacity of 611MW(473MW 

wind and  138MW solar)  with851MW wind capacities under 

development, which is expected to get commissioned over  the  next  

two  years.

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd: The auto indust� is currently witnessing ve� 

weak growth trends following many quarters of slowing growth. Other 

macro issues like weak monsoon forecasts in rural areas, BS 6 

implementation, focus on EV by the government are further headwinds 

facing the indust� which is expected to keep the sales volume growth 

subdued. Persistent weak earnings and lack of any meaningful upside 

catalysts following 4Q and weak FY19 earnings with guidance to a tepid 

4-8% YoY volume growth for FY20, and back ended to 2H on the 

absence of any solid demand are the key negatives for Maruti Suzuki.

(Source: Bloomberg, ABSLAMC Internal Research)

Disclaimer: The views expressed above are the views of the Fund 
Managers of Select Sector Portfolio and should not be construed as an 
investment advice.

Investments in securities are subject to market risks and there can be no 
assurance or guarantee that the objectives of the Product will be 
achieved. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future.

Risk Ratios

Analytics for period ending June 30, 2019         Benchmark                  Standard Deviation              Sharpe Ratio*            Beta               P9O

Select Sector (Model) Portfolio                           Ni�y 500 17.78%                             -0.11                   0.90            69.0% 

*Risk-free rate assumed to be 5.97% (MIBOR as on June 30, 2019)
Above ratios are calculated on Annualised basis using 3 year histo� of monthly data points



Risk Factors and Disclaimers

Model Portfolio refers to portfolio of earliest investor in the product and in case of redemption of the model client, portfolio of earliest client in the said product rebased for 
computation of returns. It refers to specific investments that the investor will have in his portfolio when it is completely built-up over a period of time. Past performance 
may not be sustained in the future. Investments in securities are subject to market risks. Please refer to disclosure document. The returns are absolute for the period 
mentioned less than 1 year and in CAGR for the period more than 1 year. Individual portfolios of investors may va� from the model portfolio due to factors such as timing 
of ent� and exit, timing of additional flows and redemptions, individual investor mandates (if any), specific portfolio construction characteristics or structural parameters. 
These factors may have bearing on individual portfolio performance and hence individual returns of investors for the said portfolio type may va� from the data on 
performance of the portfolio depicted above. Neither the Portfolio Manager nor the Asset Management Company, its Directors, employees or sponsors shall in any way be 
liable for any variation in the actual returns of individual portfolios. 

Investments in securities are subject to market risks and there can be no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of the Product will be achieved. Any information 
contained in this publication does not constitute and shall be deemed not to constitute an advice, an offer to sell/ purchase or as an invitation or solicitation to do so for 
any securities of any entity. Please note that this is not an advertisement. The document is solely for the information and understanding of intended recipients only. If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, distribution, reproduction or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance upon the same is 
prohibited and may be unlawful. Aditya Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company Ltd. (ABSLAMC) / its subsidiaries / affiliates or their officers, employees, personnel, 
directors shall not be liable for any loss, damage, liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss arising from the use or access of any information that may be displayed 
in this publication from time to time. Recipients of the information contained herein should exercise due care and caution and read the disclosure document (including if 
necessa�, obtaining the advice of tax / legal / accounting / financial / other professionals) prior to taking of any decision, acting or omitting to act, on the basis of the 
information contained herein. Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC Limited- Portfolio Managers has used information that is publicly available, including information developed 
in-house. Some of the material used in the document may have been obtained from members/persons other than the PMS and / or its affiliates and which may have been 
made available to the PMS and / or to its affiliates. Information gathered and material used in this document is believed to be from reliable sources. The PMS however does 
not warrant the accuracy, reasonableness and / or completeness of any information. The actual investments / portfolio decisions are a result of complex technical & 
fundamental valuations at the disposal of the portfolio manager. Investors are advised against replication of strategies implemented. Information contained herein shall not 
be copied/circulated/reproduced/quoted in any form or manner (in part or whole) without the express written consent of Aditya Birla Sun Life Asset Management Co. Ltd. 
Any forward-looking word, phrase or expression is subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated 
by the said forward-looking word, phrase or expression. 

Portfolio Key Facts

Inception Date                               April 1, 2008

Benchmark                               Ni�y Midcap

Type of portfolio                              Open-ended Discretiona� Portfolio

Minimum Investment Amount for 
New Account Opening

Rs. 25 lacs OR such other amount as decided by the Portfolio Manager at its sole 
discretion

Taxation Investors are advised to seek consultation from their Independent Financial Advisor / 
Tax Advisor before making any investment decision.

Key risks                               Equity Market Risk

Recommended Investment Horizon At least 3 years

Aditya Birla Sun Life AMC Limited (Formerly known as Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company Limited) (Investment Manager for 

Aditya Birla Sun Life Mutual Fund)  CIN: U65991MH1994PLC080811. 

One India Bulls Centre, Tower 1, 17th Floor, Jupiter Mill Compound, 841, Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400 013.

Tel: 4356 8000.  Fax: 4356 8110 / 8111

Security investments are subject to market risks and there is no assurance or guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved.


